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The Truth about Keeping Secrets
“Devious, delicious, and gasp-worthy.” (Kathleen Glasgow, New York Times
bestselling author of Girl in Pieces) In this genre-defying page-turner from Lygia
Day Peñaflor, four teens befriend their favorite YA novelist, only to find their
deepest, darkest secrets in the pages of her next book—with devastating
consequences. Miri Tan loved the book Undertow like it was a living being. So when
she and her friends went to a book signing to hear the author, Fatima Ro, they
concocted a plan to get close to her. Soleil Johnston wanted to be a writer herself
one day. When she and her friends started hanging out with her favorite author,
Fatima Ro, she couldn’t believe their luck—especially when Jonah Nicholls started
hanging out with them, too. Penny Panzarella was more than the materialist party
girl everyone at the Graham School thought she was—and she was willing to share
all her secrets with Fatima Ro to prove it. Jonah Nicholls had more to hide than any
of them. And now that Fatima’s next book is out in the world, he’s the one who is
paying the price Perfect for fans of One of Us Is Lying—and told as a series of
interviews, journal entries, and even pages from the book within the book—this
gripping story of a fictional scandal will keep you on the edge of your seat from
beginning to end.

Tease
“The single most resonant and carefully imagined book of Dick’s career.” —New
York Times It’s America in 1962. Slavery is legal once again. The few Jews who still
survive hide under assumed names. In San Francisco, the I Ching is as common as
the Yellow Pages. All because some twenty years earlier the United States lost a
war—and is now occupied by Nazi Germany and Japan. This harrowing, Hugo
Award–winning novel is the work that established Philip K. Dick as an innovator in
science fiction while breaking the barrier between science fiction and the serious
novel of ideas. In it Dick offers a haunting vision of history as a nightmare from
which it may just be possible to wake. Winner of the Hugo Award

How to Make Friends with the Dark
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Scarlet and Ivy’s school trip takes a turn for the worse as another mystery begins
to unfold The fourth book in the SCARLET AND IVY series is perfect for fans of
MURDER MOST UNLADYLIKE.

The Man in the High Castle
Sitting on the top deck of a bus days before Christmas, Maya sees a couple arguing
violently in the middle of a crowded Regent Street. They see her watching, she
looks away, and the woman disappears. Maya goes to the police, who shrug and
send her away. Then a body turns up Now convinced she is a vital witness to a
crime, the police send Maya into hiding in rural Wales. She resolves to get to the
bottom of the mystery. Then the snow comes and no one can get out. But what if
someone can still get in? From the author of Dear Scarlet and Saving Sophia.

Good Omens
“Will keep readers on edge from start to finish.” —Kirkus Reviews Tell the truth. Or
face the consequences. Clue meets Riverdale in this page-turning thriller that
exposes the lies five teens tell about a deadly night one year ago. One year ago,
there was a party. At the party, someone died. Five teens each played a part and
up until now, no one has told the truth. But tonight, the five survivors arrive at an
isolated mansion in the hills, expecting to compete in a contest with a $50,000
grand prize. Of course…some things are too good to be true. Now, they realize
they’ve been lured together by a person bent on revenge, a person who will stop
at nothing to uncover what actually happened on that deadly night, one year ago.
Five arrived, but not all can leave. Will the truth set them free? Or will their lies
destroy them all?

The Eve Illusion
A YALSA 2015 Best Fiction for Young Adults Pick Two years ago, fifteen-year-old
Jamie Henry breathed a sigh of relief when a judge sentenced his older sister to
juvenile detention for burning down their neighbor's fancy horse barn. The whole
town did. Because Crazy Cate Henry used to be a nice girl. Until she did a lot of
bad things. Like drinking. And stealing. And lying. Like playing weird mind games in
the woods with other children. Like making sure she always got her way. Or else.
But today Cate got out. And now she's coming back for Jamie. Because more than
anything, Cate Henry needs her little brother to know the truth about their past. A
truth she's kept hidden for years. A truth she's not supposed to tell. Trust nothing
and no one as you race toward the explosive conclusion of the gripping
psychological thriller Complicit from Stephanie Kuehn, the William C. Morris
Award--winning author of Charm & Strange.

No Bad Deed
The electrifying conclusion to the #1 New York Times bestselling Children of Eden
series that follows Rowan as she leaves behind the paradise she’s always dreamed
of to save Eden—and the world—from a terrible fate. Rowan is finally in Harmonia,
an Earth-friendly, sustainable commune in the wilderness she always believed was
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dead. Even in this idyllic world, she finds no peace. Harmonia has strict rules—and
dire consequences. Thinking about Eden is forbidden, but she’s determined to
rescue the loved ones she left behind. Though they are in terrible danger, her
pleas for help are ignored. After months of living as one with nature, a shocking
reminder of her past pushes Rowan to act. With the help of new friends, she
infiltrates Eden. What she discovers is even worse than the situation she left
behind. In the chaos of civil war, Rowan and her friends join forces with the second
children and other rebels trapped inside. They fight for their lives, and for the
future of humanity in this broken Earth.

All My Love, Alec Brock
"Sharp, brilliantly plotted, and totally engrossing."--KAREN M. MCMANUS, New York
Times bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying "A crafty, dark, and disturbing
story."--KATHLEEN GLASGOW, New York Times bestselling author of Girl In Pieces
"A little bit Riverdale and a little bit Veronica Mars."--RILEY SAGER, bestselling
author of Final Girls A Goodreads Best Young Adult Book of the Year Nominee From
the author of The Darkest Corners and Little Monsters comes an all-new edge-ofyour-seat thriller set in upstate New York about an eerie sequence of seemingly
unrelated events that leaves five cheerleaders dead. There are no more
cheerleaders in the town of Sunnybrook. First there was the car accident--two girls
dead after hitting a tree on a rainy night. Not long after, the murders happened.
Those two girls were killed by the man next door. The police shot him, so no one
will ever know his reasons. Monica's sister was the last cheerleader to die. After
her suicide, Sunnybrook High disbanded the cheer squad. No one wanted to be
reminded of the girls they'd lost. That was five years ago. Now the faculty and
students at Sunnybrook High want to remember the lost cheerleaders. But for
Monica, it's not that easy. She just wants to forget. Only, Monica's world is starting
to unravel. There are the letters in her stepdad's desk, an unearthed, years-old cell
phone, a strange new friend at school. . . . Whatever happened five years ago isn't
over. Some people in town know more than they're saying. And somehow, Monica
is at the center of it all. There are no more cheerleaders in Sunnybrook, but that
doesn't mean anyone else is safe. More Praise for Kara Thomas: "Gripping from
start to finish . . . with twists that left me shocked."--VICTORIA AVEYARD, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Red Queen "A disturbing portrait of how bad news
and gossip can curdle when mixed together."--OPRAH.COM "You'll be up all night
tearing through the pages."--BUSTLE "This deliciously deceptive thrilleris a musthave."--SLJ

A Perfect Time for Pandas
Now in paperback, a spellbinding reinvention and exploration of self, gender, and
family.

The Lights Under the Lake (Scarlet and Ivy, Book 4)
A snow-dusted love story. In the Autumn of 1931, impetuous Freya leaves her
family in Cornwall to follow her dream of becoming an actress. She joins a
theatrical company and, amidst all the enchantment and bustle of stage life, falls
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in love with the handsome, glamorous leading man. Neither being an actress nor
having a love affair lives up to Freya's grand expectations - which is when she
realises her true calling, and also her chance at real romance, has been under her
nose all along. An enchanting coming of age romance about following your dreams
- even when they aren't quite what you expected. Praise for A SKY PAINTED GOLD:
'The perfect comfort read' Ella Risbridger 'Pure escapism a wildly romantic,
delicious indulgence' OBSERVER 'A brilliant, beautiful book' Louise O'Neill 'Perfect
for glamour-soaked summer escapism' MAIL ON SUNDAY

Karen M. McManus 2-Book Bundle: One of Us Is Lying and One
of Us Is Next
EMBRACE THE PRESENT AND FIND CALM AND JOY—EVERY DAY Living Lightly offers
a year’s worth of opportunities to commune, in the deepest and most beautiful
sense of that word, with your self and your life. Featuring timeless wisdom,
inspiring quotes and simple, practical strategies to help you boost your happiness,
Living Lightly invites you to explore how your mind works, understand and express
your feelings and be reminded that you are much, much stronger than you realize.
Living Lightly is a great way to start or end the day.

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder
“A twisty, jet-fueled thriller… Don’t miss it!” – Lisa Gardner Packed with the
electrifying pacing and pulse-pounding suspense of Harlan Coben and Lisa
Gardner, a thrilling debut about a mother desperate to find the connections
between her missing husband and a deadly stalker who knows too much about her
own dark family history. Driving home one rainy night, Cassie Larkin sees a man
and woman fighting on the side of the road. After calling 911, the veterinarian
makes a split-second decision that will throw her sedate suburban life into chaos.
Against all reason and advice, she gets out of her minivan and chases after the
violent man, trying to help his victim. When Cassie physically tries to stop him, he
suddenly turns on her and spits out an ominous threat: “Let her die, and I’ll let you
live.” A veterinarian trained to heal, Cassie can’t let the woman die. But while she’s
examining the unconscious victim, the attacker steals her car. Now he has her
name. Her address. And he knows about her children. Though they warn her to be
careful, the police assure her that the perpetrator—a criminal named Carver
Sweet—won’t get near her. Cassie isn’t so sure. The next day—Halloween—her
husband disappears while trick-or-treating with their six-year-old daughter. Are
these disturbing events a coincidence or the beginning of a horrifying nightmare?
Her husband has been growing distant—is it possible he’s become involved with
another woman? Is Cassie’s confrontation with the road-side attacker connected to
her husband’s disappearance? With all these questions swirling in her mind Cassie
can trust no one, maybe not even herself. The only thing she knows for sure is that
she can’t sit back while the people she loves are in danger. As she desperately
searches for answers, Cassie discovers that nothing is as random as it seems, and
that she is more than willing to fight—to go the most terrifying extremes—to save
her family and her marriage.

All Your Twisted Secrets
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"A nail-biting page turner written with cinematic sparkle" - Jennifer Niven,
bestselling author of All The Bright Places "The perfect read for teens" - Glamour
UK "Think Serial at Malory Towers" - Katie Lowe, author of The Furies A STUDENT
FOUND DEAD ON THE BEACH. A WEB OF UNANSWERED QUESTIONS. SOMEONE
POISED TO STRIKE AGAIN. Illumen Hall is a boarding school of tradition and
achievement. But tragedy strikes when the body of a student is discovered on the
beach - and on her back is an elaborate tattoo of a magpie. For new student
Audrey, it is just another strange and unsettling thing about her new surroundings,
along with the secrets the school seems to hide and its weird obsession with
magpies. For her roommate Ivy, the death of her friend Lola is just one thing she
desperately wants to get past - and having a new student asking questions and
cluttering up her personal space is not helping a bit. But the two girls are forced
into an unlikely alliance when a mysterious podcast airs, with one sinister headline:
I KNOW WHO KILLED LOLA. AND ONE OF YOU IS NEXT. Told from two alternating
view-points, this is the first book in a modern gothic thriller series that will have
you gripped like no other book this year. Welcome to the Magpie Society, your new
YA obsession . . .

Surrender Your Sons
Get ready to follow dazzling young writer George Mann to a London unlike any
you've ever seen and into an adventure you will never forget, in The Affinity
Bridge. Welcome to the bizarre and dangerous world of Victorian London, a city
teetering on the edge of revolution. Its people are ushering in a new era of
technology, dazzled each day by unfamiliar inventions. Airships soar in the skies
over the city, while ground trains rumble through the streets and clockwork
automatons are programmed to carry out menial tasks in the offices of lawyers,
policemen, and journalists. But beneath this shiny veneer of progress lurks a
sinister side. Queen Victoria is kept alive by a primitive life-support system, while
her agents, Sir Maurice Newbury and his delectable assistant Miss Veronica
Hobbes, do battle with enemies of the crown, physical and supernatural. This time
Newbury and Hobbes are called to investigate the wreckage of a crashed airship
and its missing automaton pilot, while attempting to solve a string of
strangulations attributed to a mysterious glowing policeman, and dealing with a
zombie plague that is ravaging the slums of the capital. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Little Monsters
With “a touch of genius,” this round-robin mystery follow-up to The Floating
Admiral features famous detectives including Lord Peter Wimsey (The Times
Literary Supplement). Following the success of The Floating Admiral, in which
certain members of the Detection Club—including Agatha Christie, Dorothy L.
Sayers, and G. K. Chesterton—collaborated on a whodunit, six writers pooled their
talents to create another coauthored mystery. This time the premise had an added
twist: authors would swap their detective characters, allowing for some extremely
entertaining parodies of one another’s sleuths. When a ruthless British newspaper
tycoon is shot dead in his home, the high-level suspects include the assistant
commissioner of Scotland Yard, casting doubt on the impartiality of a formal police
investigation. As a solution, the home secretary brings in four brilliant detectives to
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solve the murder: Mrs. Bradley, Sir John Saumarez, Lord Peter Wimsey, and Roger
Sheringham. Featuring a preface by inaugural Detection Club member Agatha
Christie, this playful tour de force gathers together half a dozen Golden Age
Mystery masters: John Rhode, Helen Simpson, Gladys Mitchell, Anthony Berkeley,
Dorothy L. Sayers, and Milward Kennedy.

In Her Skin
While time-traveling brother and sister team Jack and Annie journey to a village in
the mountains of southeast China, they find they have arrived on the day of a
historic earthquake.

White Rabbit
There are secrets around every corner in Fayette, Pennsylvania. Tessa left when
she was nine and has been trying ever since not to think about what happened
there that last summer.She and her childhood best friend Callie never talked about
what they saw. Not before the trial. And certainly not after.But ever since she left,
Tessa has had questions. Things have never quite added up. And now she has to
go back to Fayette-to Wyatt Stokes, sitting on death row; to Lori Cawley, Callie?s
dead cousin; and to the one other person who may be hiding the truth.Only the
closer Tessa gets to what really happened, the closer she gets to a killer-and this
time, it won?t be so easy to run away.

The Hidden Brain
Jenny, seventeen, moves to small-town New Mexico with her father after police
nearly discover she is an arsonist but her urge to start fires persists, and she
konws she is being watched.

Two Can Keep a Secret
Complicit
'Powerful, relatable and uplifting' - Emily Barr, author of The One Memory of Flora
Banks How can I hold myself together, when everything around me is falling apart?
Neena's always been a good girl - great grades, parent-approved friends and
absolutely no boyfriends. But ever since her brother Akash left her, she's been
slowly falling apart - and uncovering a new version of herself who is freer, but
altogether more dangerous. As her wild behaviour spirals more and more out of
control, Neena's grip on her sanity begins to weaken too. And when her parents
announce not one but two life-changing bombshells, she finally reaches breaking
point. But as Neena is about to discover, when your life falls apart, only love can
piece you back together.

The Cheerleaders
Connor Major's summer break is turning into a nightmare. When he comes out to
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his religious zealot mother, she has him kidnapped and shipped off to a conversion
therapy camp that will be his new home until he “changes.” Connor plans to
escape, but first, he’s exposing the camp’s horrible truths for what they are—and
taking the place down.

One of Us Is Lying
THE SECOND BOOK IN THE BESTSELLING EVE OF MAN TRILOGY AND NO. 1 SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER - EVE AND BRAM HAVE ESCAPED, BUT CAN THEY SURVIVE? Eve
is the last girl on earth. For the last sixteen years, Eve has been a prisoner.
Guarded by the Mothers. Trapped by her fate. Watched by the world. Until she took
her chance, and escaped. Eve finally has the freedom she has wanted for so long,
and with Bram she has the love. But both come at a price. In this dangerous new
world beyond the Tower, the regime is only ever one step behind. And, together
with the desperate rebel group fighting against them, Eve has found herself in
more danger than she ever could have imagined. With everything stacked against
them, can Eve and Bram survive? Praise for Eve of Man 'A Hunger Games-esque
novel . . . a compelling read' The Mail on Sunday 'Set in a dystopian future that has
seen no girls born for 50 years . . . This promises to be one of the big books of the
year. You'd be a fool to miss it' Heat 'This chilling dystopia is at heart a love story,
and the vivid characterisation has you rooting for the duo from page one'
CHILDREN'S BOOK OF THE MONTH Mail on Sunday 'A thoughtful, and excellent
read' The Sun

The Million Pieces of Neena Gill
A thrilling debut, reminiscent of new fan favorites like One of Us Is Lying and the
beloved classics by Agatha Christie, that will leave readers guessing until the
explosive ending. “Welcome to dinner, and again, congratulations on being
selected. Now you must do the selecting.” What do the queen bee, star athlete,
valedictorian, stoner, loner, and music geek all have in common? They were all
invited to a scholarship dinner, only to discover it’s a trap. Someone has locked
them into a room with a bomb, a syringe filled with poison, and a note saying they
have an hour to pick someone to killor else everyone dies. Amber Prescott is
determined to get her classmates and herself out of the room alive, but that might
be easier said than done. No one knows how they’re all connected or who would
want them dead. As they retrace the events over the past year that might have
triggered their captor’s ultimatum, it becomes clear that everyone is hiding
something. And with the clock ticking down, confusion turns into fear, and fear
morphs into panic as they race to answer the biggest question: Who will they
choose to die?

The Darkest Corners
After receiving an invitation to spend the summer with their estranged
grandmother, the Story cousins arrive at her house only to discover that she is not
there, and the longer they stay on the island, the more they realize their
mysterious family history has some deadly secrets.
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Cinnamon Rain
Can two broken boys find their perfect home? By turns heartbreaking and
heartwarming, this is a gorgeously told, powerful story. Sam is only fifteen but he
and his autistic older brother, Avery, have been abandoned by every relative he's
ever known. Now Sam's trying to build a new life for them. He survives by breaking
into empty houses when their owners are away, until one day he's caught out
when a family returns home. To his amazement this large, chaotic family takes him
under their wing - each teenager assuming Sam is a friend of another sibling. Sam
finds himself inextricably caught up in their life, and falling for the beautiful Moxie.
But Sam has a secret, and his past is about to catch up with him. Heartfelt
storytelling, perfect for fans of Jandy Nelson and Jennifer Niven.

Fall into Me
The classic collaboration from the internationally bestselling authors Neil Gaiman
and Terry Pratchett, soon to be an original series starring Michael Sheen and David
Tennant. “Good Omens . . . is something like what would have happened if Thomas
Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo had collaborated. Lots of literary
inventiveness in the plotting and chunks of very good writing and characterization.
It’s a wow. It would make one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take your
pick.”—Washington Post According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes
Nutter, Witch (the world's only completely accurate book of prophecies, written in
1655, before she exploded), the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in
fact. Just before dinner. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is
rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. Everything appears to be going
according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living
demon—both of whom have lived amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning
and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are not actually looking forward to the
coming Rapture. And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .

The Magpie Society: One for Sorrow
The highly anticipated, #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to One of Us Is
Lying! There's a new mystery to solve at Bayview High, and there's a whole new
set of rules. Come on, Bayview, you know you've missed this. A ton of copycat
gossip apps have popped up since Simon died, but in the year since the Bayview
four were cleared of his shocking death, no one's been able to fill the gossip void
quite like he could. The problem is no one has the facts. Until now. This time it's
not an app, though—it's a game. Truth or Dare. Phoebe's the first target. If you
choose not to play, it's a truth. And hers is dark. Then comes Maeve and she
should know better—always choose the dare. But by the time Knox is about to be
tagged, things have gotten dangerous. The dares have become deadly, and if
Maeve learned anything from Bronwyn last year, it's that they can't count on the
police for help. Or protection. Simon's gone, but someone's determined to keep his
legacy at Bayview High alive. And this time, there's a whole new set of rules. “Few
craft teen suspense like McManus.” --Entertainment Weekly “A thriller from one of
the best writers in the YA mystery genre, One of Us Is Next delivers more shocking
surprises and twists you won’t see coming.” --PASTE
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Watch You Burn
From the New York Times bestselling author of Girl in Pieces comes a novel about
love and loss and learning how to continue when it feels like you're surrounded by
darkness that Karen M. McManus, the New York Times bestselling author of One of
Us Is Lying, calls "rare and powerful." Here is what happens when your mother
dies. It's the brightest day of summer and it's dark outside. It's dark in your house,
dark in your room, and dark in your heart. You feel like the darkness is going to
split you apart. That's how it feels for Tiger. It's always been Tiger and her mother
against the world. Then, on a day like any other, Tiger's mother dies. And now it's
Tiger, alone. Here is how you learn to make friends with the dark. "Stunning and
beautifully written."-HelloGiggles "A rare and powerful novel, How to Make Friends
with the Dark dives deep into the heart of grief and healing with honesty, empathy,
and grace." --Karen M. McManus, New York Times bestselling author of One of Us Is
Lying and Two Can Keep a Secret "Breathtaking and heartbreaking, and I loved it
with all my heart." --Jennifer Niven, New York Times bestselling author of All the
Bright Places and Holding Up the Universe Praise for Kathleen Glasgow's Girl in
Pieces "Girl, Interrupted meets Speak." --Refinery29.com "One of the most
affecting novels we have read." --Goop.com "A haunting, beautiful, and necessary
book that will stay with you long after you've read the last page." --Nicola Yoon, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun Is Also a
Star

This Lie Will Kill You
If you gulped through reading or streaming 13 Reasons Why, Tease is the book for
you. Provocative, unforgettable, and inspired by real-life incidents, Amanda
Maciel's highly acclaimed debut novel Tease is the story of a teenage girl who
faces criminal charges for bullying after a classmate commits suicide. With its
powerful narrative, unconventional point of view, and strong anti-bullying theme,
this coming-of-age story offers smart, insightful, and nuanced views on high school
society, toxic friendships, and family relationships. Emma Putnam is dead, and it's
all Sara Wharton's fault. At least, that's what everyone seems to think. Sara, along
with her best friend and three other classmates, has been criminally charged for
the bullying and harassment that led to Emma's shocking suicide. Now Sara is the
one who's ostracized, already guilty according to her peers, the community, and
the media. In the summer before her senior year, in between meetings with
lawyers and a court-recommended therapist, Sara is forced to reflect on the events
that brought her to this moment—and ultimately consider her own role in an
undeniable tragedy. And she'll have to find a way to move forward, even when it
feels like her own life is over.

A Snowfall of Silver
Sometimes it's safer for the truth to stay secret Sydney's dad is the only
psychiatrist for miles in their small Ohio town. He knows everybody's secrets. He is
also dead. Grief-stricken Sydney can't understand why the police have no
explanation for what happened the night of her dad's car crash. And when June
Copeland, the homecoming queen whose life seems perfect, shows up at the
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funeral, Sydney's confusion grows. Sydney and June grow closer in the wake of the
accident, but it's clear that not everyone is happy about their new friendship. What
is picture-perfect June hiding? And does Sydney even want to know?

Rebels of Eden
I'd never met Alec Brock, but nothing felt more real in my sixteen years of
existence than the insane, breathtaking, overwhelming feeling of loving himof
being loved by him. If only he knew who I was.

Ask a Policeman
An unexpected and searing romance unfolds between a young recording artist and
her ex-Marine bodyguard trying to outrun his difficult past in this wrenching novel
from the author of Come Back to Me and Run Away with Me. Luna is one of the
most famous singer-songwriters in the world. But she’s barely keeping it together.
Demands from her family, friends, and fans have all become too much. Especially
when she starts receiving threatening messages from a dangerous stalker. That’s
when Will comes into the picture. A Marine who has just returned from a tour in
Afghanistan, Will is unsure what to do with the next chapter of his life. So when a
job working security comes up, he figures he’d be a perfect fit. But Will wasn’t
expecting a job that thrusts him so into the limelight—and he definitely wasn't
expecting Luna; a human hurricane who’s used to getting whatever she wants.
Once Luna begins to let her guard down and show her real self to Will, their
relationship moves from professional friendship to something more. As Will battles
his inner demons, and Luna attempts to escape the realities of fame, they discover
a deep connection that can’t be denied. But Will knows he shouldn’t compromise
himself with a client. It’s too risky. Too complicated. And yet none of that matters
when the threats against Luna only get worse, leading to an altercation that could
mean both Will and Luna losing the one thing that means everything to
them—each other.

One of Us Is Next
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important
decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware of it. The hidden brain decides whom
we fall in love with and whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate
and convict the dark-skinned defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less
than the man doing the same job. It can direct us to safety when disaster strikes
and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be manipulated to
turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of bystanders into a mob.
In a series of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar Vedantam journeys
through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral science
to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its decisive impact on the choices
we make as individuals and as a society. Filled with fascinating characters,
dramatic storytelling, and cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing exploration of
the secrets our brains keep from us—and how they are revealed.

All of This Is True: A Novel
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FROM THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR, KAREN McMANUS “Pretty
Little Liars meets The Breakfast Club” (EW.com) in this “flat-out addictive” (RT
Book Reviews) story of what happens when five strangers walk into detention and
only four walk out alive. Pay close attention and you might solve this. On Monday
afternoon, five students at Bayview High walk into detention. Bronwyn, the brain,
is Yale-bound and never breaks a rule. Addy, the beauty, is the picture-perfect
homecoming princess. Nate, the criminal, is already on probation for dealing.
Cooper, the athlete, is the all-star baseball pitcher. And Simon, the outcast, is the
creator of Bayview High’s notorious gossip app. Only, Simon never makes it out of
that classroom. Before the end of detention Simon's dead. And according to
investigators, his death wasn’t an accident. On Monday, he died. But on Tuesday,
he’d planned to post juicy reveals about all four of his high-profile classmates,
which makes all four of them suspects in his murder. Or are they the perfect
patsies for a killer who’s still on the loose? Everyone has secrets, right? What really
matters is how far you would go to protect them. And don’t miss the sequel, One of
Us is Next! Praise for One of Us Is Lying An EW.com Best YA Book of the Year
Selection A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of the Year Selection A Popcrush Best Young
Adult Book of the Year Selection A New York Public Library's Best Book for Teens
Selection A CBC Teen Choice Book Award Nominee A Bustle Best Young Adult Book
of May 2017 A Goodreads Best Young Adult Book of the Year Nominee A YALSA
Best Fiction Book Nominee A YALSA Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers
“You’ll tear through this juicy, super-fun (if murder can ever be fun?)
thriller."—Bustle "A whodunit with a Breakfast Club twistfollowing four unique
voices on a chase to find the killer, this one will keep you guessing until the very,
very end."—Popcrush "Twisty plotting, breakneck pacing and intriguing
characterisation add up to an exciting, single-sitting thrillerish treat."—The
Guardian "This is no ordinary whodunit…surprising and relevant."—USA Today “An
addictive, devour-in-one-sitting thriller.”—Kara Thomas, author of The Darkest
Corners, Little Monsters, and The Cheerleaders ★"[As] McManus's intense mystery
unfoldseach character becomes more complex and nuanced, adding richness and
depth to the suspense." —VOYA, Starred Review

The Affinity Bridge
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT! An
addictive must-read mystery with shades of Serial and Making a Murderer about an
investigation turned obsession, full of twists and turns and with an ending you'll
never expect. Everyone in Fairview knows the story. Pretty and popular high school
senior Andie Bell was murdered by her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed
himself. It was all anyone could talk about. And five years later, Pip sees how the
tragedy still haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling that there was more
to what happened that day. She knew Sal when she was a child, and he was
always so kind to her. How could he possibly have been a killer? Now a senior
herself, Pip decides to reexamine the closed case for her final project, at first just
to cast doubt on the original investigation. But soon she discovers a trail of dark
secrets that might actually prove Sal innocent . . . and the line between past and
present begins to blur. Someone in Fairview doesn't want Pip digging around for
answers, and now her own life might be in danger. And don't miss the sequel, Good
Girl, Bad Blood! "The perfect nail-biting mystery." --Natasha Preston, #1 New York
Times bestselling author
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Murder In Midwinter
Jolene Chastain, a con artist since early childhood, assumes the identity of a girl
who went missing years before and weaves a new life of deception with a wealthy
Boston family.

The Cousins
When everything changes, can friendship survive? A powerful and authentic look at
teen life from talented new author Emma Cameron. Luke spends his days hanging
out at the beach, working shifts at the local supermarket, and trying to stay out of
trouble at school. His mate Bongo gets wasted, blocking out memories of the little
brother social services took away and avoiding the stepdad who hits him. And
Casey, the girl they both love, dreams of getting away and starting a new life in a
place where she can be free. All of them are waiting for life to change. But when it
does, will they be ready?

Rocket Fantastic
When Kacey moves in with her estranged father and his new family, her new friend
goes missing and Kacey finds herself at the center of the investigation.

The Boy Who Steals Houses
"When it comes to YA suspense, Karen M. McManus is in a league of her own. Fresh
off her best-selling breakout One of Us Is Lying . . . the author has returned with a
juicy second novel. It's even better than what came before." --EW The "must-read
YA thriller" (Bustle) from #1 New York Times bestselling author of One of Us Is
Lying! Echo Ridge is small-town America. Ellery's never been there, but she's heard
all about it. Her aunt went missing there at age seventeen. And only five years
ago, a homecoming queen put the town on the map when she was killed. Now
Ellery has to move there to live with a grandmother she barely knows. The town is
picture-perfect, but it's hiding secrets. And before school even begins for Ellery,
someone has declared open season on homecoming, promising to make it as
dangerous as it was five years ago. Then, almost as if to prove it, another girl goes
missing. Ellery knows all about secrets. Her mother has them; her grandmother
does too. And the longer she's in Echo Ridge, the clearer it becomes that everyone
there is hiding something. The thing is, secrets are dangerous--and most people
aren't good at keeping them. Which is why in Echo Ridge, it's safest to keep your
secrets to yourself. 2 STARRED REVIEWS! Praise for Karen M. McManus's One of Us
Is Lying A New York Times Bestseller An EW.com Best YA Book of the Year A
Buzzfeed Best YA Book of the Year A Popcrush Best Young Adult Book of the Year
"Pretty Little Liars meets The Breakfast Club.so make room for One of Us Is Lying in
your bags, because this is one carry-on you won't want to put down." --EW.com "A
whodunit with a Breakfast Club twistfollowing four unique voices on a chase to find
the killer, this one will keep you guessing until the very, very end." --Popcrush "This
is no ordinary whodunitsurprising and relevant."--USA Today

Living Lightly
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Caleb Roehrig, author of Last Seen Leaving, delivers another spellbinding YA
murder mystery in White Rabbit. Rufus Holt is having the worst night of his life. It
begins with the reappearance of his ex-boyfriend, Sebastian—the guy who
stomped his heart out like a spent cigarette. Just as Rufus is getting ready to move
on, Sebastian turns up out of the blue, saying they need to "talk." Things couldn’t
get worse, right? Then Rufus gets a call from his sister April, begging for help. He
and Sebastian find her, drenched in blood and holding a knife beside the dead
body of her boyfriend, Fox Whitney. April swears she didn’t kill Fox. Rufus knows
her too well to believe she’s telling him the whole truth, but April has something he
needs. Her price is his help. Now, with no one to trust but the boy he wants to hate
yet can’t stop loving, Rufus has one night to clear his sister’s name . . . or die
trying.
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